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Soldiers, Weapons and Chinese Development
Strategy: The Mao Era Military in China's
Economic and Institutional Debate*
Evan A. Feigenbaum
Renewed interest in China's defence modernization has focused new light
on the connection between military goals and national high technology
strategy. China is in the throes of a major effort to modernize its arsenal.
Its technology planners have begun systematically to build a genuinely
national high technology infrastructurethat may ultimately enable Chinese defence planners to harness the dual use potential of many new
technologies. Yet as scholars and policy-makers raise questions about
present patterns and anticipate future trends, it seems more importantthan
ever to take a long look backwards into the origins of the relationship
between China's military and its economic development strategy.
There is, to be sure, a common-sense linkage to be made between any
nation's military planners and its national investment strategy and economic development emphasis. But in the Chinese case, the military's
impact was not initially confined to weapons, as is usual, but came to
encompass the vast sweep of China's debate about economic development priorities during the first 30 years of Communist rule. Almost from
the founding of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, the
People's Liberation Army (PLA) came to play a broadly "developmental"
role in national economic and political life. An understanding of the
origins, content and evolution of that role remains important today for
two reasons: it raises new questions about the role of the military (as well
as sectors and programmes with military implications) in Chinese politics, industry, science and education; it also highlights the historical basis
that long underpinned the influence of generals, their technical advisors
and various national high technology programmes on the course of
China's overall economic trajectory.
Beginning in the mid-1950s, Chinese military scientists and their
patrons among the PLA's ten Marshals and leading generals began to
offer alternative development policies for specific critical economic sectors that became a focus of intense political debate. These ideas, closely
associated with strategic weapons elites and their PLA patrons, emphasized high technology within the economy writ large. They placed
particular emphasis on the role of critical technologies planning by the
* For comments on earlier versions of this
material, I am grateful to John Wilson Lewis,
Michel Oksenberg, Xue Litai, Ezra Vogel, Robert Ross, Barry Naughton, Nicholas Lardy,
David Bachman, Condoleezza Rice, David Holloway, Michael May and Bernard Munk. I am
also grateful to participants in talks that I gave at the Brookings Institution; Los Alamos
National Laboratory;Olin Institute for Strategic Studies and FairbankCenter for East Asian
Research, both at HarvardUniversity (particularlyBenjamin Schwartz and Merle Goldman);
Center for International Security and Cooperation, Stanford University; Center for Chinese
Studies, University of California, Berkeley; and Lauder Institute of International Studies,
Wharton School of Management, and Department of History, all at the University of
Pennsylvania.
? The China Quarterly, 1999
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central government in Beijing. And they relied on crude conceptions of
"spin-off" from military to civilian industries and "trickle down" from
critical technology sectors to the wider industrial base.
Most importantly, this military-associated alternative directly integrated national security with economic development concerns. It took
China's relative standing ofn the international stage as a reference point
for purely domestic economic policy choices. Critically, it depended on
an explicitly strategic view of industrial policy and the role of national
investment and government seed money. In this respect, the package of
development ideas associated with the Mao era strategic weapons programmes took on many of the features that, in other contexts, have been
termed "techno-nationalism." This is the notion that technology is a
fundamental element of both national security and economic prosperity,
that a nation's development policy must have explicit strategic underpinnings, and that technology must be indigenized at all costs and diffused
system-wide.
This article surveys the origins and fate of these ideas. It has three
sections. The first briefly notes the three civilian-focused emphases that
h~avebeen generally associated with the Mao era development debate,
reviews the origins and development of the military alternative, and
traces its fate in the Mao era polity. The second section summarizes the
substance of the development package that resulted. This military alternative rested on two main pillars, one doctrinal, the other organizational: a
"techno-national" development doctrine formulated (perhaps inadvertently) by military leaders to rationalize expensive, often esoteric strategic
weapons efforts; and an organizational style that coupled mobilizational
top-down elements to remarkably flexible and innovative managerial
institutions absent from most state-led socialist-style economic sectors.
The final section of the article surveys the consequences of this approach,
examining the effect of militarization and military-technical influence on
three importantaspects of China's technological and economic trajectory:
the development of a scientific, technical and precision industrial cadre;
the construction of an advanced national technical infrastructure;and the
development of the Chinese education system.
Military Legacies and the Origins of Chinese Techno-nationalism
The main policy alternatives of the Mao era economic debate have
received extensive treatment in the secondary literature. All slighted
agriculture in favour of industry, though in varying degrees, and each
depended on a specific web of supporting interests and developmental
assumptions.' Three alternatives were associated with non-military constituencies:
SA Soviet-style, centrally-planned emphasis associated with heavy in1. On the general tendency to squeeze the countryside to finance industrialization,see Mark
Selden, The Political Economy of Chinese Development (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe,
1993).
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dustrial sectors, such as iron, steel and petrochemicals. This approach
sought to finance a heavy industrialization drive via the extraction of
surplus from China's rural masses. Agricultural change would then be
financed through the reinvestment of industrial inputs generated by the
heavy industry programme.2
* An eclectic programme, associated especially with the early 1960s and
the ideas of Chen Yun. It mixed market with planned mechanisms and
focused greater attention on light industries, agriculture, smaller units
of production and certain types of monetary incentives.3
* A "radical" or mass-based approach that emphasized decentralization,
local "self-reliance," the reproduction of complete systems in various
areas, egalitarianism and human initiative.4
From the mid-1950s forward, military leaders and their technical
advisors stepped directly into this debate with an alternative strategy
of their own. Initially, these leaders had little intrinsic interest in economic matters. But forward-thinking defence-technical leaders, such as
Marshal Nie Rongzhen, soon reformulated their package of defence
technology investments as a comprehensive strategy with non-defence
implications.
Scholars of China's defence industrializationhave long understood that
military science became a favoured sector that received top priority on
talent and other resources. But Marshal Nie and his aides went a step
further, and four decades later, it is clear that the influence of defence on

2. There is a voluminous literature on this emphasis, but see especially, Nicholas Lardy,
China's Economic Planning (White Plains: M.E. Sharpe, 1978), Nicholas Lardy, Economic
Growth and Distribution in China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978), Audrey
Donnithorne, China's Economic System (New York: Praeger, 1967), and David Bachman,
Bureaucracy, Economy, and Leadership in China: TheInstitutional Origins ofthe Great Leap
Forward (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp. 96-132. Interestingly, Chinese
planners often gave even greater relative priority to heavy industry than did their Soviet
counterparts,particularlyduring the two countries' respective first and second Five-Year Plan
periods. See, for example, K.C. Yeh, "Soviet and Chinese industrialization strategies," in
Donald W. Treadgold (ed.), Soviet and Chinese Communism (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1967), pp. 326-363.
3. This emphasis focused less attention on the sheer extractive capacity of the state
apparatusand utilized various financial mechanisms and price policies to control the economy
and thus develop favoured sectors. As with the Soviet emphasis, there is a voluminous
literatureon this set of ideas. See all sources previously cited, as well as Dorothy J. Solinger,
Chinese Business Under Socialism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), Dorothy
J. Solinger, "Economic reform via reformulation:where do rightist ideas come from?"Asian
Survey, Vol. 21, No. 9 (September 1981), pp. 947-960, Sun Yefang, Shehuizhuyi jingji de
ruogan lilun wenti (Certain Theoretical Questions in Socialist Economics) (Beijing: People's
Press, 1979), and Bachman, Bureaucracy, Economy, and Leadership in China, pp. 59-95.
4. Social relations were central to this emphasis because, as Carl Riskin has argued, Maoist
economics suggested that " 'socialist transformation' of the relations of production would
stimulate rapid economic development by mobilizing the population and promoting what
Western economic theory calls 'x-efficiency' ... The conditions arousing greatest initiative
were those that promised greatest success." Carl Riskin, "Neither plan nor market: Mao's
political economy," in William A. Joseph, Christine P.W. Wong and David Zweig (eds.), New
Perspectives on the Cultural Revolution (Cambridge, MA: Council on East Asian Studies,
Harvard University, 1991), pp. 133-152.
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China's economic and technological trajectory was not merely a happy
by-product of the co-optation of China's best resources into defence
work. It was also a matter of policy design. Strategic weapons programmes, Nie argued in the 1950s and 1960s, should not simply reflect
national security needs. They could also integrate security with core
economic development concerns in a direct, explicit and truly comprehensive way. These programmes, Nie argued, could thus represent more
than a pocket of excellence working to respond to pressing defence needs.
In fact, they could lay the foundation of a truly systemic high technology
industrial and science base that would influence China's overall development trajectory.
Initially, this role grew out of the strong PLA interest in industrial
modernization during the early 1950s. As a variety of seminal studies of
the Chinese military have long since demonstrated, the roots of the
military system's role in Chinese technology planning lay in the Korean
War of 1950-53. In five major campaigns on the peninsula, the PLA paid
perhaps the harshest and most immediate price for China's poverty in
modem industry. Not surprisingly, the generals' rude introduction to
advanced technology during the war thus became the break-point in the
PLA's post-takeover shift towards Soviet-style emphases on hardware
and mechanized tactics.5
Yet on some level, the strategic weaponeers' leap into China's comprehensive development debate represented a radical departurefor a military
leader and his circle. And while the Chinese experience in Korea led
senior generals into debates about modernization in narrow defence
contexts, the broader set of emphases to which Nie gave voice can be
traced to debates about expensive delivery system programmes that
followed the Politburo's January 1955 decision to acquire nuclear
weapons. While the nuclearization effort first began to extend the PLA's
reach into debates about economy and society broadly construed,6 the
follow-on efforts changed the stakes entirely.

5. The Chinese Fifth Campaign in Korea was particularlybrutal in this regard and forced
a major rethinking of Chinese organization in command and logistics. See, for instance, Hong
Xuezhi, Kang Mei yuan Chao zhanzheng huiyilu (Memoir of the War to Resist America and
Aid Korea) (Beijing: Liberation Army Literatureand Art Press, 1990). On the importance of
the Korean War legacy more generally, see John Wilson Lewis and Xue Litai, China Builds
the Bomb (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988), William Whitson, The Chinese High
Command: A History of CommunistMilitary Politics, 1927-71 (New York: Praeger, 1973),
Ellis Joffe, The Chinese Army After Mao (Cambridge MA: HarvardUniversity Press, 1987),
and Alexander L. George, The Chinese CommunistArmy in Action: The Korean War and its
Aftermath (New York: Columbia University Press, 1967). In the 1960s Joffe was particularly
perceptive on these points. See his Party and Army: Professionalism and Political Control
in the Chinese Officer Corps (Cambridge, MA: HarvardEast Asian Research Center, 1965).
6. Mao himself recognized the need for an indigenous deterrent as early as 1954, though
the idea probably goes back to 1948-49. Indeed Liu Shaoqi had asked specifically about the
nature of Soviet nuclear capability during his secret 1949 visit to the Soviet Union, before
the 1 October establishment of the PRC. Just five years later, at an October 1954 meeting with
military leaders, Mao recognized explicitly that the advent of the nuclear era had raised the
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As John Wilson Lewis and Xue Litai have shown, the January 1955
decision would be followed in just three short years by decisions to
pursue vigorously a full range of land and sea-based delivery systems and
thus all of the elements of a comprehensive strategic arsenal. These later
decisions shattered the superpower precedent in the sense that China
would set the start-up organization into place for programmes in nuclear
weapons (1955), strategic missiles (1956), nuclear-powered submarines
(1958) and submarine-launchedballistic missiles (1958) before the country even had the technical infrastructure in place to mine uranium.
Chinese scientists, we have learned, could not offer a timetable for a
rudimentary nuclear weapon until the autumn of 1961. They would not
put a bomb design of which they could be confident on to the table until
1963. China would not explode its first nuclear device until as late as
October 1964. Thus China's leaders began to pursue the most advanced
strategic retaliatory systems before the country's scientists had even
formulated a convincing plan for the development of the most rudimentary nuclear deterrent.
Not surprisingly, this brought programme advocates into much larger
arguments about China's spending and policy priorities during the first
half of the 1960s.' For the pursuit of a full complement of delivery

footnote continued

benchmark for Chinese modernization on all fronts, telling colleagues: "Since the appearance
of atomic weapons, military strategy, tactics and weaponry have all changed dramatically. In
this area, we haven't the faintest understanding."See Mao Zedong, "Zai guofang weiyuanhui
diyi ci huiyi shang de jianghua" ("Speech at the first meeting of the National Defence
Commission") (18 October 1954), in Mao Zedong junshi wenji (Collected Military Worksof
Mao Zedong), Vol. 6 (Beijing: Military Sciences Press and Central Documents Press, 1993),
p. 358. This document is ostensibly from China's Central Partyarchive, which remains closed
to foreigners. By 23 October, Mao's decision for an indigenous programme was firm.lie told
the visiting Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru that China required an independent
nuclear deterrent. Mao Zedong, "Women yinggai gongtong nuli lai fangzhi zhanzheng,
zhengqu chijiu heping" ("We should work together to end war and fight for an enduring
peace"), based on a meeting transcript,in Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Central Documents
Research Section of the CCP (eds.), Mao Zedong waijiao wenxuan (Selected Diplomatic
Works of Mao Zedong) (Beijing: Central Documents Press and World Knowledge Press,
1994), p. 171. Obviously, this flew square in the face of Mao's widely-touted statements about
nuclear weapons being "paper tigers" and "unable to decide wars." This theme has received
extensive treatment in Lewis and Xue, China Builds the Bomb. On the "paper tiger" theme,
see Alice Langley Hsieh, CommunistChina's Strategy in the Nuclear Era (Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice Hall, 1962), p. 131. Mao's remark about nuclear weapons being "unable to decide
wars" comes from a speech delivered just after the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Mao Zedong, "The situation and our policy after the victory in the War of
Resistance Against Japan" (13 August 1945), in Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung, Vol. 4
(Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1961), p. 21.
7. Concern about the raw expense of sophisticated weapons development began to weigh
heavily on Chinese politicians and planners almost immediately after the establishment of the
Communist state in October 1949. At the core of this debate was the issue of trade-offs: how
much would the purely civilian system "lose" if army-building and weapons development
were to "win"? Indeed the weapons debate had a broad parallel in a contemporaneous
argument about the size of the armed forces which led to a series of demobilization efforts
throughout Mao's years in power. See, for example, Ai Lingyao, "Zhongguo jundui de ba ci
jingjian zhengbian" ("The Chinese military's eight demobilization campaigns"), Junshi shijie
(Military World), Vol. 3, No. I (January/February,1990), pp. 74-78.
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systems in the absence of any overarching strategic concept for their
employment8 fed opposition from both military and civilian constituencies.
These debates accelerated in the wake of the Great Leap Forward,
when retrenchment in state investment sharply intensified the bickering
over national spending priorities. Between 1960 and 1962, the two years
immediately following the cancellation of the Great Leap, state economic
planners implemented a sweeping programme of budget and spending
controls to deal with budget deficits that had swelled during 1958-60 and
the excess demand and inflationary pressure that wracked the Chinese
economy. Central planners moved to slash government investment, which
fell from 38.9 billion yuan in 1960, the final year of the Great Leap, to
just 7.1 billion yuan in 1962.9
In this atmosphere, with Soviet advisors withdrawn after the SinoSoviet split of 1960, no working bomb design on the drawing board and
China's overall security environment improving over the repeated American nuclear threats of the mid to late 1950s,l0 alternative constituencies
within the Chinese government came to view all but the most rudimentary nuclear deterrent as wasteful excess. Indeed, the integration of
security with development issues in China thus owed much to programme
leaders' need to face down a broad-based coalition of military and
civilian opposition almost immediately after the missile decisions of
1956."11

8. On the theme of weapons development in the absence of strategy, see John Wilson Lewis
and Xue Litai, China's Strategic Seapower: The Politics of Force Modernization in the
Nuclear Age (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994) and John Wilson Lewis and Hua Di,
"China's ballistic missile programs: technologies, strategies, goals," International Security,
Vol. 17, No. 2 (Fall 1992), pp. 5-40.
9. On these issues and the dramatic effect of the post-Leap retrenchment on Central
government spending, see Nicholas Lardy, "The Chinese economy under stress, 1958-1965,"
in Roderick MacFarquharand John K. Fairbank (eds.), The Cambridge History of China,
Vol. 14. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), pp. 386-87.
10. John Gittings has itemized these threats, including two that were explicit during the
Korean War (the firstmade in January-February1953, the second in May 1953), three related
to Indo-China (all delivered by John Foster Dulles on 2 September 1953, 29 December 1953
and 29 March 1954), and two related to the Offshore islands (8 March (Dulles) and 16 March
(Eisenhower) 1955, and September 1958). For details and sources on all seven explicit U.S.
nuclear warnings to China, see John Gittings, The World and China (London: Oxford
University Press, 1967), p. 203.
11. In fact, the attemptto integratethe two spheres had some history, though it was Marshal
Nie's need to face down opposition that led to the most sophisticated effort in this direction.
As early as 1950, Mao began to urge colleagues to think more comprehensively about the
relationship between defence and civilian industrial construction, recommending an
unwavering emphasis upon the latter. Two years later, the government's Central Ordnance
Commission urged military enterprises to begin producing civilian output even as they strove
to meet their targets in weapons production. But the real break-point was unquestionably the
decision to pursue nuclear weapons delivery systems indigenously. Stated simply, this
manifoldly increased the pressureon Centralgovernment budgeters to respond to the demands
of competing constituencies whose needs would be slighted by the sheer expense of the
programmes. Mao made his 1950 remarks at the Third Plenum of the Seventh Central
Committee, 6-9 June 1950. The 1952 report is discussed in Xie Guang (ed.), Dangdai
Zhongguo de guofang keji shiye (Contemporary China's National Defence Science and
Technology Cause) (Beijing: Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Press, Contemporary
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This opposition to strategic weapons efforts between 1956 and 1962
can be aggregated into two broad political constituencies, one military,
the other civilian. For many civilians, led by a sceptical coalition of
Central economic planners, ambitions for the construction of a basic
technological infrastructurewould unquestionably be jeopardized by the
raw expense of R&D on complex strategic weapons technologies.12 Bo
Yibo, one of China's leading economic planners during the decade, gave
voice to this constituency when he noted that: "Although rapid defence
construction would influence the rapid [development] of power plants,
iron and steel, chemicals, petroleum, civilian machine building, and even
light industries, such as industrial alcohols, rubber, and glycerines, the
[ultimate] effect was to make matters extremely difficult for industry as
a whole." This became, Bo remembers, "the most acute issue" (zui jianrui
de yige wenti) posed to Chairman Mao during the last half of the 1950s.
The failure to resolve it decisively, he adds, led to military industrial
growth that, in his view, both "overexpanded"and reflected "over-urgent
demand."13
For the bulk of the Chinese military establishment, meanwhile, all but
the most rudimentary nuclear deterrent diverted money from pressing
conventional weapons needs. Under the leadership of the former Chinese
commander in Korea, Marshal Peng Dehuai, the high command spent
much of the 1950s trying to cope with the vast gaps in Chinese readiness
and technology revealed by the experience of the war. Influenced by
Soviet doctrine, these men recognized the sharp divergence between the
army's guerrilla traditions and its weapons needs.14 Thus united by a
nearly universal sense that the PLA's guerrilla heritage had lost relevance
in the face of enemy firepower, military leaders divided over the extent

footnote continued

China Series, 1992, Vol. 1), p. 174. On military-civilian integration efforts during the 1950s,
see Liao Guoliang (ed.), Mao Zedong junshi sixiangfazhan shi (A History of the Development
of Mao Zedong's Military Thought) (Beijing: Liberation Army Press, 1991), pp. 507-511,
Wang Li (ed.), Dangdai Zhongguo de bingqi gongye (Contemporary China's Ordnance
Industry) (Beijing: Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Press, 1993), pp. 54-55, and Sun
Zhenhuan (ed.), Zhongguo guofang jingji jianshe (China's National Defence Economic
Construction) (Beijing: Academy of Military Sciences Press, 1991), pp. 175-76.
12. As John Wilson Lewis and Xue Litai have noted with respect to the nuclear submarine
and its missile (SLBM), "building an [SSBN] and an SLBM demands far greater
technological-industrial knowledge and capacity than building nuclear weapons. From
metallurgy to reactors, from solid rocket propellants to advanced guidance technology" the
R&D dilemmas for taking designs from drawing board to deployment are enormous, and this
is also the case with land-based strategic missile systems, which similarly depend on complex
inertial guidance technologies, including gyroscopes and accelerometers. For the quote, see
Lewis and Xue, China's Strategic Seapower, p. xviii.
13. Bo Yibo, Ruogan zhongda juece yu shijian de huigu (Recollections of Certain
Important Decisions and Events) (Beijing: Central Party School Press, 1991, Vol. 1),
pp. 477-78.
14. Wang Yan (ed.), Peng Dehuai zhuan (A Biography ofPeng Dehuai) (Beijing: Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences Press, Contemporary China Series, 1993), pp. 492-570. See
especially pp. 540-44 on the debate about how - and how much - to learn from the Soviet
experience. See also Joffe, Party and Army.
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to which the most basic of nuclear arsenals would prove sufficient as a
strategic deterrent.
The systematic reduction of the military's proportion of state expenditure lent special urgency to this debate. By 1958, its share had dropped
by approximately 3.6 per cent, from 22.1 per cent of total state investment in 1955 to 18.5 per cent in 1958.15This alone might not have been
cause for concern given the overall expansion of the Chinese economy
during these years. But the expensive strategic weapons programmes all
went into start-up phase during this three-year period. The Great Leap
would then intervene by wreaking havoc on the Chinese economy. As a
result of state planners' efforts to curtail dramatically all aspects of
Central government investment, a broad-based conventional weapons
constituency in the PLA sought in the summer of 1961 to scale back the
programmes and renew the 1950s focus on armour, artillery and aircraft.
This purely military acquisition debate during 1961-62 thus reinforced
the pressure that civilian constituencies had begun to apply to the most
complex strategic weapons programmes in the mid to late 1950s.
In this political atmosphere, challenged from all sides, Marshal Nie
formulated a response that linked weaponization issues directly to the
array of broader economic development concerns that preoccupied
China's political leadership. He and his aides thus stepped beyond the
issue of weapons and integrated security with truly national economic
construction efforts. They did so in three ways.
First, programme leaders sought directly and explicitly to integrate
economic competitiveness issues into their appeal by suggesting that the
formulation of national technology policy, even if focused on civilian
needs, must have explicitly strategic underpinnings. Secondly, they offered a rationale for China's pursuit of the most advanced technologies
even as key links in the country's low-level technical infrastructuremight
gape wider as a result. Finally, they argued explicitly for technology
indigenization, suggesting pointedly that the Central government must
take a direct stake in the development of critical technologies; neither
international partners nor non-Central government agents at home, such
as provinces or cities, could fully guarantee the technological requisites
of long-range national strategic goals.
Ultimately, this provided the foundations for the emergence of a
Chinese variant of techno-national development ideology. For although
Nie advocated a crude industrial "spin-off' concept, he argued, too, that
the implications of strategic weapons investments were much broader
than had been implied by either of his two sets of antagonists. Civilians,
Nie argued, were wrong to view strategic weaponization as merely
providing greater firepower than the conventional alternatives advocated
by other military leaders. At the same time, he insisted, military elites

15. Zheng Wenhan, "Peng zong zai 50 niandai dui wo jun jianshe de zhongda gongxian"
("Chief Peng's importantcontributions to our army's construction during the Fifties"), Junshi
lishi (Military History), No. 6 (1988), p. 4.
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were also wrong because strategic weapons investments could help China
to escape the trap of future obsolescence in ways that were of critical
importance to China's long-range strategic goals, both developmental
and security-related. The programmes, Nie told colleagues, were not
simply a matter of improving battlefield weapons for the next war, but of
the future direction of the country and its relative position on the global
stage.
Virtually from the outset, Nie and his aides thus thought in relatively
comprehensive terms. This touched raw status issues: "sophisticated"
(jianduan) technology, the Chinese believed, is something that all "great
powers" (daguo) must have. It also served a political rationale at a time
when China's declared strategic doctrines still dismissed the implications
of the nuclear revolution.'6 Most importantly, though, Nie believed that
weaponization could help to address concerns about how to foster
innovation and offered a means to organize and finance the creation of a
still essentially non-existent advanced technology base.17 "One question
on our minds," he has written, "was whether a country such as ours could
meet internal demand by using existing technology to increase varieties
and specifications." Once his aides concluded that they could, his focus
shifted primarily to areas in which the connection between military and
non-military uses and effects was a matter of degree. For instance,
"modem high-performance weapons, particularly guided missiles, atomic
bombs and advanced aircraft set very high quality standards for new
materials." The production of metals, Nie writes in his memoir, had
increased in the 1950s but at a slow rate and with little attention to the
issues of variety and specification, while the situation with synthetic
materials was almost as bad. "China's output of plastics in 1958 was only
1 per cent of that of the United States and 2.5 per cent of that of Britain."
Most Chinese varieties of plastics were outdated and, in many cases, were
virtual antiques. In this sense, Nie argued to China's leaders, it was clear
that:
Without a range of heat-resistantmaterials, high-energy fuels, special materials of
differentproperties,precision alloys, semiconductors,raremetallic elements, artificial
crystals, ultra-high-puritymaterials,rare gases, and other types of new materials,we
would fail not only to solve the problems associated with the productionof missiles,
atomic bombs, and auxiliary installations, but [in our efforts to develop] electronic
installationsand components and precision meters and instrumentsfor both military
and civilian uses. At the time, I often said to the comrades with whom I worked:
"fuel, rice, oil, salt, soy sauce, vinegar, and tea comprise a family's daily necessities
and are called the 'seven basic items.' In my view, new materials,precision meters

16. As JohnWilsonLewisandXue Litaihavenoted,"Beijing'sforeignpolicy specialists
andmilitaryplannersunderstoodthattechnologicalattainments- for example,the making
of high-yieldwarheadsor themasteryof missileengineering- couldsendimportant
political
messagesto worst-caseplannersinWashingtonandMoscow.Intheaggregate,suchmessages
mightserve in the place of declarednew strategicdoctrines;they couldsupersedepeople's
war andpapertigers."Lewis and Xue, ChinaBuildsthe Bomb,p. 197.
17. For moreon this point,see Lewis and Xue, China'sStrategicSeapower.
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andheavyequipmentareto militaryindustryandthe hightechnolandinstruments,
ogy branchesof sciencewhatthese seven itemsare to the family."'8
Here, Nie offered a far more sophisticated argument for military
technology investments than was offered by his colleagues elsewhere in
the PLA. He also threw down a direct challenge to civilian planners who
argued that the pursuit of sophisticated, sometimes esoteric, technologies
was, in no small sense, a waste of state investment in the face of pressing
"basic" challenges. Where other PLA leaders argued that "only with the
modernization of national defense will there be protection for the industrialization of the state,"'9 Nie moved beyond the issue of a minimal
deterrent role for the strategic weapons programmes by arguing that
economic construction could itself be fostered as a result of efforts in the
military sphere. His programmes, Nie told colleagues, would produce
tangible gains for national industrialization efforts. But such a formulation ultimately provided the underpinnings for a military-led Chinese
techno-nationalism because Nie was able successfully to redefine the
programmes for Mao as being concerned not merely with strategic
weapons but with strategic technologies of broader significance and
scope. These, he argued, were products and processes whose implications
touched larger patterns affecting industrial competitiveness, international
standing and economic power, not merely Chinese military strength.
Ultimately, Nie's view won the day because he succeeded in selling it
virtually lock, stock and barrel to Chairman Mao.
Mao presumably went along with this approach because Nie's arguments cross-cut the crude, but politically significant, bench-marking
process by which Mao scrutinized Chinese progress against the efforts of
potential competitors.20 And happily for Nie, just as he was forced to fight
18. Nie Rongzhen, Nie Rongzhen huiyilu (Memoirs of Nie Rongzhen), Vol. 3 (Beijing:
Liberation Army Press, 1986), pp. 818-19. A contemporaryversion of this argument,not one
made retrospectively in a memoir account, may be found in a speech Nie made to colleagues
in April 1963. Nie Rongzhen, "Zaijungong lingdao ganbu huiyi shang de jianghua" ("Speech
at a meeting of leading cadres from military industry"), in Nie Rongzhen junshi wenxuan
(Selected Military Works of Nie Rongzhen) (Beijing: Liberation Army Press, 1992),
pp. 496-518.
19. This quotation from a 1955 speech by Marshal Liu Bocheng was a plea for greater
attention to defence expenditure. Cited in Roderick MacFarquhar,The Origins of the Cultural
Revolution, Vol. 1: Contradictions Among the People, 1956-1957 (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1974), p. 71.
20. Historical records make clear that Mao was a reflexive nationalist on issues that
touched China's destiny as a great power. Secondary case studies that elaborate on this point
include important works by John Lewis and Xue Litai, Michael Hunt, Chen Jian, David
Shambaugh, Thomas Christensen, lain Johnston, and Robert Ross. In the area of high tech
weaponry, for example, Mao had justified a thoroughgoing programme of modernization for
the armed forces in 1954 on grounds of China's status as a "great power" in the world. "Our
industry, agriculture, culture, and military [strength] are insufficient," Mao had remarked.
"Imperialists assess you in terms of these things and therefore bully us. They say, 'do you
have the atomic bomb?' But they miscalculate in their assessment. China's latent capacity
to develop its strength will astonish [them]." Mao Zedong, "Zai guofang weiyuanhui diyi ci
huiyi shang de jianghua," p. 359. Lewis and Xue have vividly described the Chairman's
viscerally nationalistic reaction to perceived Soviet slights, a picture reinforced by meeting
transcripts kept by Mao's secretaries during talks with Soviet representatives. See China's
Strategic Seapower, pp. 10-18. See also Mao's nationalistic tongue-lashing of the Soviet
ambassador in 1958 over Soviet proposals for a long-wave radio transmission station on
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for his more complicated delivery system programmes in mid-1961, a
rude shock from an unexpected source - Japan - arrived to shake the
Chairman's confidence and to reinforce Nie's ideas.
In the spring and early summer, a highly classified report on Japanese
technical development circulated through the senior ranks of China's
Party and military leadership. The report forced the country's leaders into
important choices about high technology development because it confronted all competing constituencies with the harsh reality of growing
Japanese capability and persistent Chinese backwardness. The report
quoted an internal Japanese government study that argued for greater
emphasis on the connection between defence technology and overall
national industrial competitiveness. Because state-of-the-art military science and technology had outpaced Japan's current technical strengths, its
authors argued, Tokyo must take immediate steps to reconcile the problem.21

The Chinese version of this report, whether accurate or not, caused
something of a stir among the Politburo members who read it. Not only
did Japan appear to be planning a major technology investment drive, but
the Chinese version of the report suggested that the Japanese drew
explicit connections between advanced defence technology and overall
national industrial competitiveness. The report also appeared to suggest
that Tokyo routinely bench-marked national progress against state-of-theart international technical trends. And this played directly into Nie's
arguments because the report arrived on the desks of most leading
politicians just weeks before a major conference was scheduled to be held
to debate the issue of strategic versus conventional force investments.
Five days before the opening of the meeting, held in the seaside resort
of Beidaihe from 18 July to 14 August, Mao weighed in with a delphic
- if cryptically worded - response, telling leading generals that since "the
level of China's industry and technology remains far behind that of
Japan" China must adopt policies in response.22 When Nie and his
footnote

continued

Chinese territory to enable communication with the Soviet Pacific Fleet. "Tong Sulian zhu
Hluadashi Long Jin de tanhua"("A discussion with the Soviet ambassador to China, Yudin")
(22 July 1958), based on a meeting transcript,in Selected Diplomatic Works ofMao Zedong,
pp. 322-333.
21. For background on this report, see Nie Rongzhen, Memoirs, Vol. 3, pp. 814-15, and
the editor's footnote 2 in Jianguo yilai Mao Zedong wengao (Selected Manuscripts of Mao
Zedong Since the Founding of the Republic), restricted circulation edition, Vol. 9 (Beijing:
Central Documents Press 1996), pp. 530-31. It is not entirely clear whether Mao saw a copy
of the actual Japanese report or whether it was summarized for him by Marshal Nie and his
staff. The source of the report was a Japanese financial affairs research conference held in
February 1960. The wording of the editor's comments on the Chinese source strongly suggests
that this conference was sponsored by a defence office of the Japanese government.
Apparently, the conference produced a reportwith a title along the lines of "Analysing military
production from the standpoint of economic policy." This Japanese report was then provided
to Mao by Nie's staff either in full or via a summary report that provided importanthighlights.
22. Mao Zedong, "Zai guanyu Riben jingji zhengce he guofang gongye fazhan wenti de
yifeng cailiao shang de piyu" ("Writtencomments on materials concerning Japan's economic
policies and military industrialdevelopment") (16 July 1961), in Selected Manuscripts ofMao
Zedong, Vol. 9, pp. 530-31.
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antagonists began to spar at Beidaihe five days later, they had already
received this strong indication of where the Chairman stood on the issue.
And as usual, Mao's will temporarily decided the question. Nie stood fast
to his position, which again won the day, but this time upon the basis of
a much broader set of rationales than had underpinnedthe straightforward
national security debates that surrounded China's initial atomic bomb
decision. "My attitude was clear throughout," Nie writes. In preparing
science and technology plans and in strategic weapons start-up efforts,
"we had become keenly aware that the pursuit of guided missiles and the
atomic bomb would advance us in many other areas of modem science
and technology. Instead of discontinuing the projects, I therefore argued
that we should ... move ahead. That was my unshakeable belief."23
Despite a brief, three-year suspension of the SSBN programme from
1962 to 1965 - a suspension that nevertheless allowed Nie to keep the
SSBN reactor effort up and running - a peculiarly Chinese variant of
techno-national development doctrine emerged out of these debates. Even
when China brought down a U-2 spy plane in September 1962 and
reassessed national capabilities for air defence against conventional attack, conventional weapons programmes remained of "secondary priority." This may perhaps have been because gaping holes in Chinese
aircraftand other conventional industries made strategic weapons the best
option under difficult circumstances.24But Nie's use of high technology
issues to link security to development and competitiveness became the
foundation of leadership attitudes about the importance of high technology to China's future.
Chinese Techno-nationalism: A Military Development Alternative
In practice, the military alternative that emerged as a result of these
debates comprised two essential sets of ideas: a developmental doctrine,
which I term Chinese "techno-nationalism";and an organizational style
that strategic weapons leaders promoted as the essential complement of
the doctrine.
Developmental doctrine: a Chinese techno-nationalism. The very notion of a technology-based "nationalism"assumes, first, that leaders make
an explicit connection between technological accomplishment and the

23. Nie Rongzhen, Memoirs, Vol. 3, pp. 814-15.
24. On this U-2 shootdown, see Fu Zhenguo, "Zhongguo 543 budui miwen" ("The secret
story of China's Unit 543"), Junshi shijie, February 1990, pp. 25-32, and Liu Shaoqiu, "U-2
gaokong zhenchaji fumieji" ("A record of the downing of the U-2 high-altitude reconaissance
aircraft"),Junshi shijie, Part I, August 1988, pp. 43-44, Part II, September/October 1989,
pp. 56-58. The change in air defence policy is covered in Nie Rongzhen, Memoirs, Vol. 3,
p. 817. It is worth noting that all newly produced J-6 fighter planes (China's first supersonic
fighter aircraft, a copy of the Soviet MiG-19) were grounded between 1959 and 1964 on
account of technical bottlenecks. See Xie Guang, National Defence Science and Technology,
Vol. 2, pp. 181-82. As David Bachman has noted (in personal communication) this may well
have made strategic weapons more compelling in light of the threats of 1962.
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relative position of the state in the global order. Such a linkage can be
traced back to the early mercantilists. It has found advocates in Alexander
Hamilton, Friedrich List, Thorstein Veblin, V.I. Lenin, Joseph Stalin and
even Herbert Hoover. But it achieved its highest form in the period after
the Second World War, when it came of age as what one historian has
termed "command technology." Out of the four "war babies" of British
radar, American atomic bombs, German ballistic missiles and American
computers came "the institutionalization of technological change for state
purposes, that is the state-funded and -managed R&D explosion of our
time," and the linkage of that explosion to international competition and
national purpose.25
For Chinese leaders, such as Marshal Nie, this came to encompass
what Richard Samuels has termed a "technology and security ideology."
Samuels writes on Japan, but the national technology policy that he
describes mirrors much of what the Chinese would set into place.
Japanese policy, he writes, comprised three elements: import-substituting
indigenization - the identification and acquisition of foreign products and
manufacturing/design processes in order to stimulate local development;
diffusion - the distribution of this know-how throughout the economy;
and the nurturance of a capacity to innovate and manufacture. In both
19th and 20th-century Japan, "technology, then, was a matter of national
security, and the bundle of beliefs and practices that constitute this view
can be called
'technonationalism'.."26
At its most essential, this view has three key components, what
Samuels has termed the three "chords" of Japanese technonationalism indigenization, diffusion and nurturance. In the Chinese variant, indigenization and nurturance became critical aspects of national technology
policy during the Mao years, but diffusion, though a key rhetorical
element of the strategic weaponeers' agenda, did not become an explicit
part of their substantive policy proposals until the introduction of new
paradigms via renewed international exchange in the years after Mao's
death.27
"Indigenization"was thus the critical variable in Mao era high technology policy. It refers to three ideas covered by the Japanese term kokusanka, all of which have parallels in the Chinese case. These have
consistently been ranged by Japanese leaders in a distinct order of
priority: "first domestic supply; secondly, if domestic supply is not
possible, licences using domestic manufactureand equipment; and thirdly
equipment with application beyond the project for which purchased. In
25. Walter A. McDougall, The Heavens and the Earth: A Political History of the Space
Age (New York: Basic Books, 1985), p. 5.
26. Richard J. Samuels, Rich Nation, Strong Army: National Security and the
Technological Transformation of Japan (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1994), p. 33. See
also Sylvia Ostry and RichardR. Nelson, Techno-nationalism and Techno-globalism: Conflict
and Cooperation (Washington: Brookings Institution, 1995), and McDougall, The Heavens
and the Earth.
27. On this point, see chs. 6-9 of Evan A. Feigenbaum, "The military transforms China:
the politics of strategic technology from the nuclear to the information age" (Ph.D.
dissertation, Stanford University, Department of Political Science, 1997).
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accordance with these principles, in both military and civilian cases, it is
not uncommon for each subsequent generation of Japanese product to
depend less than its predecessor on foreign technology." Critically, as one
Japanese historian of technology has argued: " 'Self-reliance in technology does not mean autarky ... [it] refers to the ability to absorb all needed
technologies, and the attainment of this self-reliance is attained not at a
stroke but in stages ...'."28
In China, too, this issue had deep parallels. The national R&D system
lapsed into near-autarkyduring the 1960s not by design but because of
larger political events. As a result of the Sino-Soviet political and
diplomatic split, Chinese science and industry was forced into a state of
"self-reliance" (zili gengsheng) far earlier than Chinese technology planners, both military and civilian, had anticipated. After less than a decade
of reliance on licensing and aid from a foreign partner,Chinese R&D was
essentially left to fend for itself. Yet, as shown below, the strategic
weapons programmes virtually alone received explicit political guarantees from the Party apex in order to compensate.
Since the early Chinese Communist state also lacked Japan's commercial ambitions, the initial Chinese variant of techno-nationalism can
essentially be summarized as follows:
* Technology development is an intrinsically strategic (zhanliie) undertaking; it has critical implications for the relative position of the state
in the international balance of military and economic power;
* The Central state must, for this reason, invest in critical technological
sectors. Since the time from research to application can often take a
decade or longer, pressure to deliver on gross output targets will
invariably prevent firm-level and sub-Central government agents from
bearing the risks of forward-looking R&D. The Central government's
role will thus be crucial in critical technology sectors. This comprehensive developmental rationale should reinforce the Centre's pre-existing
interest in these sectors derived from military requirements;29
28. Samuels, Rich Nation, Strong Army, p. 34.
29. This is obviously quite different from classic "market failure" arguments for public
technology investment; China, after all, did not have a true market in place during the Mao
years. But this formulation resembles the terms of marketfailure arguments and will no doubt
raise the suspicions of some readers that I am attempting to impose market-type arguments
on non-market contexts. What is important, I believe, is the common recognition in both
formulations of long lead-times and the incentive problems that can ensue. But - significantly
- this derives from a completely different problem in each version. In market settings it can
be traced to firms' need to earn money on investments, thus introducing market pressure to
earn a quick return on R&D disbursements. In the socialist setting, I am suggesting here, it
reflects a different set of problems: namely, agents' tendency to maximize gross output above
all alternative behavioural motives. In this formulation, only the Centre (and technology
programmersat the very apex of the planning system) are comparatively unburdenedby the
output problem - they seek output, of course, but many other things as well. This
comprehensive approach is much more difficult for economic agents down the ladder, since
they must maximize behaviours that can be easily observed (and hence rewarded by
superiors). This makes short-term output, not long-range R&D, the most likely focus of
resource allocation at the firm level. For a good description of the kinds of market failures
associated with technology sectors even in highly developed capitalist economies, see Paul
Stoneman, The Economic Analysis of Technology Policy (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
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* The state should pursue policies of import-substituting indigenization;30

* The Central government must nurture an indigenous capacity to innovate;31

* Technology diffusion, at least as a long-term goal, should be an
explicit element of state policy, whether via military-to-civilian "spinoff' or via civilian-to-military "spin-on."
Organizational style: "flexible" mobilization. Parallel to this developmental doctrine, which integrated security with economic issues, the
strategic weapons programmes also gave birth to a unique organizational
style that stood in stark contrast to much of the Chinese political economy
during the first 30 years of Communist rule (1949-79). The most
importantcharacteristics of that style were these. Military leaders actively
encouraged the devolution of genuine decision-making power from bureaucrats and Party cadres to scientists and specialists of the highest
technical stature. Programme administratorsinstitutionalized cross-ministerial and cross-system collaboration in contrast to the endemic compartmentalization that has long plagued the Chinese bureaucracy. These
leaders built flat, non-hierarchical organizational structures characterized
by high-low, Central-local and leadership-staff contact, co-ordination
and decision-making. PLA administrators also promoted a performance
metric in strategic weapons domains based on universal standardization
and the rigorous benchmarking of Chinese progress against international
technical developments.
In this way, despite the top-down, mobilizational cast of the strategic
weapons programmes, the military S&T system left a comparatively
flexible organizational legacy that continues to influence how the Chinese
state does business in this area. Not long ago, only the strategic weapons
programmes practised genuinely collaborative R&D on a sustained basis
over long periods of time; in other sectors, political repression impinged
in dramatic fashion on collaborative work. Some 15 to 20 years ago, only
military scientists enjoyed stable and unfettered access to international
publications and technical data. Nowhere else during the Mao era was
peer review so institutionalized. Nowhere else were politicians so regularly engaged with scientists and engineers over sustained periods of time
on matters of importance to China's future.
Ultimately, this became the backbone of the entire Chinese state-led
high technology system because it offered China's leaders four important
legacies. First, it mirrored a variety of prevalent international patterns,
footnote continued

1987). Also, Ostry and Nelson, Techno-nationalism and Techno-globalism, pp. 28-33, and
Richard Levin et al., "Appropriatingthe returnsfrom industrial R&D," Brookings Papers on
Economic Activity, Vol. 3 (1987), pp. 783-831.
30. Indeed, China worked to acquire advanced technologies and manufacturingtechniques
from overseas, particularlyunder the umbrella of the Soviet alliance, and then moved to build
local industrial sectors via licence, loans, or out-and-out purchase and reverse-engineering.
31. Even when these contradicted the anti-elitist strains of Maoist ideology, strategic
weapons leaders allowed scientists and technicians considerable free rein to pursue innovative
techniques and ideas.
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common in the West and Japan, in the organization of government-industry-science partnerships. Secondly, it produced China's most impressive
technological achievements during the first 40 years of the PRC. Thirdly,
this system offered a highly elitist and professional model of organization
that exalted the importance of scientists, engineers and technical personnel. Most importantly, it offered a co-operative, open, network-based and
flexible alternative to the highly bureaucratized,vertical and compartmentalized organizational system that characterizes so many Chinese technology sectors.32
The first of these important managerial institutions was the integration
of senior technical personnel into the administrative and programmatic
decision-making stratum. With a few exceptions, most notably in the
Three Gorges hydropower project, this decision had few genuine parallels
either on the civilian side, where most heavy industrial managers were
Party bureaucrats,or on the conventional weapons and production side of
the Chinese military industrial system, which tended to be led either by
a similar brand of Party manager or by PLA men in uniform. Wendy
Frieman has noted that this had especially perverse effects in China's
conventional weapons sector, where designers and technicians were
regularly forced to confront technically unsophisticated Party cadres from
production facilities who sought to influence major design and manufacturing decisions.33 Yet this was almost universally not the case in
top-priority strategic weapons programmes, where technical personnel
became integral to virtually all phases of weapons design and production,
as well as management, administrationand liaison with China's political
leadership. Some of China's most famous scientists, such as the physicist
Zhu Guangya, played purely administrative roles within the programmes,
serving as key links between industrial and scientific projects, politicians
and scientist-colleagues.34They provided an essential base of knowledge
for the management of large-scale scientific and technical undertakings.
This is a characteristic feature of "project-style" management.35 But
32. It is worth noting, in this vein, that small-scale, private and mixed-ownership R&D,
particularly in the consumer electronics industry, has grown up during the past decade as an
alternative source of innovation to state technology programming. Like the strategic weapons
model that I describe here, this, too, offers a flexible and open-ended model to manage
innovation. But unlike the strategic weapons-style system, it discards the "command R&D"
component in favour of a bottom-up approach to innovation that is much more resonant of
the recent history of technology, including the start-upexperience typical of the U.S. software
industry.
33. Wendy Frieman, "China's military R&D system: reform and reorientation,"in Denis
Fred Simon and Merle Goldman (eds), Science and Technology in Post-Mao China
(Cambridge, MA: Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1989), p. 267.
34. Zhu Guangya, "Wo guo baozha diyi ke yuanzidan qianhou" ("Around the time of our
country's first detonation of an atomic bomb"), in Bujin de sinian (Boundless Memories)
(Beijing: Central Documents Press, 1987), pp. 305-313, Liu Shuqing and Zhang Jifu,
"Jinglei: wo guo diyi ke yuanzidan baozha ji" ("A clap of thunder: recalling our country's
first detonation of an atomic bomb"), in Magic Sword Division (Shenjian ju) (ed.), Mimi
licheng (A Secret Course) (Beijing: Atomic Energy Press, 1985), pp. 1-57, and Lewis and
Xue, China Builds the Bomb, p. 145.
35. On management features of large projects, see the fascinating comparative history of
four importantU.S. projects (SAGE, Atlas, ARPANET and Boston's Central Artery Tunnel)
by Thomas P. Hughes, Rescuing Prometheus (New York: Pantheon, 1998).
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in China, at the decision-making level in particular, the integration of
technicians into the senior ranks of administration helped to ensure that
decision-makers would make technically-informed judgements that were
sensitive to the professional concerns of staff, not merely the administrative problems associated with management and political control. This was
not commonplace in Mao era China, even in large projects. On some
level, this institution thereby ensured that the pervasive Chinese problem
of excessive compartmentalization - the separation of administrative
work from production, production from R&D and so on - could be
minimized.
Secondly, strategic weaponeers strove hard to overcome tendencies
towards non-collaboration across fragmented vertical bureaucratic hierarchies, a counterpoint to the endemic verticalism of the Chinese system.
Many of the scientific advisors to the projects argued strenuously that
large-scale S&T undertakings simply crossed too many functional and
disciplinary boundaries; strategic weapons themselves presupposed an
extraordinarily complex interaction between science, industry, education
and other sectors. Programme leaders therefore established an array of
"research service centres" (keyanfuwu jigou) in such areas as information
exchange, standards, instrumentation, metering, chemical reagents and
library services. The work and facilities of these centres were made
available to R&D organizations across the bureaucraticspectrum. Administrative aides also moved to institutionalize horizontal channels of
co-ordination in an array of small, but extraordinarily powerful, project
offices. These offices became especially critical as command jurisdictions
shifted repeatedly from one to another bureaucraticorgan - in the nuclear
submarine programme, for instance, from the navy to the shipbuilding
ministry, to military R&D headquarters, and so on.36 Irrespective of
which command organ held authority over these projects, the vast coordinating authority granted these offices by the Politburo meant that
technical staff could forcefully make use of their virtual proprietaryrights
on budgets, infrastructure and personnel to overcome rivalry among
organizations, as well as vertical gaps that might hinder communications
and information flow.
Perhaps most importantly, the programmes' leadership essentially did
away with the extraordinary number of administrative layers and the
steep hierarchies that characterize so much of China's political economy.
They fashioned an array of institutionalized communication links granting scientific and technical staff direct and regular access to China's most
senior political leaders. At an array of seminars convened in the context
of this arrangement, weapons scientists, engineers and designers could
discuss directly with the country's most powerful politicians the technical
feasibility of demands from above, as well as the resource requirements
prerequisite to the fulfilment of those demands.37This symbiotic connec36. A good discussionin Englishcan be foundin the surveyof jurisdictionalchangesfor
the submarineprogrammecoveredin Lewis andXue, China'sStrategicSeapower.
37. A prototypicalexamplewas a submarinereactorseminarconvenedon 25 June 1971
by PremierZhouEnlaiwiththe reactor'schief designersPeng ShiluandZhaoRenkai.The
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tion between "demand pull" and "discovery push" created a comparatively smooth and non-hierarchical relationship between political and
technical leaders. When the strategic weapons programmes first began to
integrate technical personnel into the decision stratum in the late 1950s,
their leaders purposefully built on a larger, system-wide debate about the
proper role of "experts," as opposed to politically-oriented managers, in
Chinese decision-making. In fact, the programmes' military leaders took
the "expert" institution further than did any other bureaucratic system in
China, not just by promoting military and Party cadres with technical
talent, but by allowing some of China's most prominent scientists and
engineers to play decision roles themselves. Ultimately, the integration of
these men into the political and administrative decision stratum had
considerable resonance for the final direction of state budgets, as well as
planning and goal-setting system-wide.
Finally, the strategic weapons programmes rigorously measured progress against international technical developments, something that military leaders promoted even during Communist China's deepest periods of
isolation from international commerce, intellectual discourse and technical trends. The presence of technicians at the administrative core of the
strategic weapons programmes ultimately had a decisive effect on both
institutional evolution and work styles because incessant bench-marking
and a culture of experiment lent a cosmopolitan flavour to strategic
weapons work that was noticeably absent from most other parts of the
Chinese system. Elsewhere, demands from above, channelled downward
through elaborate hierarchies, reinforced tendencies toward the routinization of already-existing procedures.
Strategic weaponeers had three special advantages in this regard. First,
comparatively open access to information from abroad, even during the
worst years of China's technical isolation, enabled bench-marking against
international developments. Both competing reactor designs for the nuclear submarine were based on foreign models, one West German, the
other Soviet. Similar debates took place in design discussions for the
submarine's hull, as well as plutonium separation concepts to fuel a
hydrogen bomb. Secondly, design institutes were able to draw heavily on
overseas technical materials because the leadership had established a
large-scale information clearing-house system, including bureaus devoted
to the collection, indexing, translation and abstraction of such materials.
Finally, isolation was an obviously unnatural state in which to conduct

footnote continued

seminarcovereda comprehensiverangeof technicalissues. Peng Shilu,"Yanjiner cixiang
de weiren:huiyi Zhouzongli dui yanzhihe qiantingde guanhuai"("A rigorousbut kindly
greatman:recollectionsof PremierZhou's concernfor researchand developmenton the
nuclearsubmarine"),Shenjian(MagicSword),No. 1 (January1988), pp. 12-13. See also
PengShiluandZhaoRenkai,"Canjiawo guo he qiantingyanzhigongzuode tihui"("Afew
in researchanddevelopmentworkfor our country'snuclear
wordsaboutour participation

submarine"), in Nie Li and Huai Guomo (eds.), Huigu yu zhanwang: xin Zhongguo de
guofang keji gongye (Retrospect and Prospect: New China's Defence Science, Technology

and Industry)(Beijing:DefenceIndustryPress, 1989), p. 207.
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scientific research, especially in light of the comparatively borderless
nature of international science during the 20th century. Only in the
strategic weapons programmes was a sustained political effort, approved
and monitored at the Politburo level, set in place to compensate as a
matter of daily routine.
The Military Impact: The Weapons Programmes and the Technology
Base
The military alternative would ultimately exert a palpable influence on
Chinese investment choices, not least because it had decisive consequences for the shape of Chinese science, technology, industry, institution-building and development policy. Given limitations of space, its
impact can perhaps best be appreciated via an examination of the
military-technical programmes' role in shaping three areas: personnel
arrangements for scientists and technicians; the development of China's
modem technical infrastructure;and the evolution of technical education
and laboratory work in universities, the Academy of Sciences and, of
course, in military facilities.
The military and China's technical communities. The Chinese Communists made initial efforts to assemble a national science system in the
months after the founding of the PRC in October 1949. "In the early
post-Liberation period," notes Marshal Nie Rongzhen, who would take
over the administration of Chinese science in 1956, China's scientific
infrastructure rested on a foundation of just "40 research institutes,
engaging some 650 people who studied both natural and social sciences.
In November 1949, when the Chinese Academy of Sciences [CAS] was
established [through the merger of] the former National Research Institute and the National Academy in Beiping, there were just ... 200
research workers" in its core staff.38
Part of the problem for China's earliest nuclear weapons administrators, then, was that China lacked the basic scientific and technical
infrastructure,especially in the realm of personnel, to pursue important
weapons technologies. The United States had launched the crash Manhattan Project during the Second World War with a large scientific staff of
leading American and expatriate specialists in nuclear and detonation
physics, radiochemistry and mechanical engineering. In the Soviet Union,
the Stalinist regime had successfully launched its own crash programme
directly on the heels of VJ day because Kurchatov, Khariton, Landau,
Flerov and an assortment of other scientists associated with loffe's
physio-technical institute near Leningrad had been working in relevant
research fields for more than two decades.39 At the time of the January
1955 nuclear weapons decision, by contrast, China possessed no institute
38. Nie Rongzhen, Memoirs, Vol. 3, pp. 767-68.
39. David Holloway, Stalin and the Bomb: The Soviet Union and Atomic Energy,
1939-1956 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994, ch. 1).
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akin to loffe's, and Chinese physics in the early 1950s had focused
primarily on the problem of assembling laboratory infrastructure and
research programmes at major universities and in the CAS.
Having missed the quantum revolution of what Hans Bethe has termed
the "happy Thirties" in nuclear physics,4 Chinese physics was, in a very
real sense, carried into the quantumage by the small core of physicists
trained abroad by the pioneers of the quantum revolution. Nearly all of
these men ultimately became pivotal players in the Chinese nuclear
weapons programme, and this is hardly surprising in light of the political
importance of the weapons effort and the opportunities that it presented
to "do" science in a fashion that largely freed the technicians' hands from
political interference, especially when compared with the situation faced
by their civilian counterparts.
The pioneers of China's military nuclear programme included virtually
all the major players at China's leading physics departments during the
1950s - Beijing and Qinghua universities - as well as the small group of
men who had established China's main physics infrastructure in the
Chinese Academy of Sciences.41 Their undisputed technical leader was
the nuclear physicist Qian Sanqiang, who trained in Paris with the
Joliot-Curies, where he focused on the tripartite fission of uranium and
won the Parville Prize, together with his wife He Zehui. Their ranks also
included Wang Ganchang, who worked on radioactivity and bubble
chambers in Berlin with Lise Meitner, and Peng Huanwu, Max Born's
first Chinese student at Edinburgh, who examined cosmic rays.
Outside physics, and especially in engineering subjects, the pioneering
influence of the men who later led China's strategic weapons effort
proved equally important.The aerospace engineer Qian Xuesen had been
among Theodore von Karmrin'sfavoured prot6g6s at Caltech and held an
endowed professorship - the Goddard chair - there. Qian later led the
Chinese missile programme. Before returning to China in 1949, Ren
Xinmin, a pioneer in liquid propellants for Chinese missiles and in
satellite communications work, studied at Michigan and then moved to a
university engineering laboratoryin Buffalo. Tu Shou'e, chief designer of
China's ICBM, studied at MIT and also worked in Buffalo, at Curtis
Aircraft. Liang Shoupan, chief designer of Chinese cruise missiles and a
major player in work on missile engines, also attended MIT. Because
China's strategic weapons pioneers were also its scientific and technical
pioneers, it was perhaps inevitable that leading scientists and scientific
structures should have become co-opted into military work.
40. Hans Bethe, "TheHappyThirties,"in RogerH. Steuwer(ed.), NuclearPhysics in

Retrospect: Proceedings ofa Symposiumon the 1930s (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota

Press, 1979), pp. 11-31.
field. The two most prominentwomen
41. Chinesephysicshas been a male-dominated
duringthe periodof the PRCare He ZehuiandXie Xide. He Zehuiis the wife of China's
most famousnuclearphysicist,QianSanqiang.She workedin Parison the tripartitefission
of uraniumbeforereturningto Chinawith Qian;Xie Xide is a surfacephysicist(biaomian
wuli) who, togetherwithherhusband,playeda majorrole in buildingphysicsat Shanghai's
FudanUniversity.
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The structureof the CAS organization was also shaped by the strategic
weapons programmes. On a human level, important players in military
science such as Qian Sanqiang were pivotal scientific leaders in the
earliest years of the Academy. Strategic weaponeers have traditionally
comprised a large proportion of the body of CAS Academicians; the
nuclear weapons design academy (code-numbered the Ninth Academy)
alone has produced 21 such Academicians - between 9 and 9.5 per cent
of the 1995 total of 214 members, if one accounts for the deaths of Deng
Jiaxian, Guo Yonghuai and others. These include the founding pioneers
of the discipline of nuclear physics in China, including the pioneers of
basic research on cosmic rays, bubble chambers, particle and high-energy
work, and other fields: Zhu Guangya, Wang Ganchang, Peng Huanwu,
Cheng Kaijia, Deng Jiaxian, Guo Yonghuai, Yu Min and Zhou
Guangzhao.42 This extraordinary proportion of strategic weaponeers
within the ranks of CAS Academicians becomes even higher when one
adds Academicians from other defence R&D academies and institutes,
including Qian Xuesen, missile and satellite engineers such as Yang
Jiachi and Chen Fangyun, and electronics and radarpioneers such as Luo
Peilin.
Many of the main CAS bureaus have also been thoroughly dominated
by strategic weaponeers and military scientists. According to Gu Yu, who
led this important CAS bureau, 50 per cent of the personnel under the
New Technologies Bureau of the Academy (code-named the 04 bureau)
worked during the 1960s on exclusively strategic weapons-oriented
projects. This totalled more than 30,000 individuals of whom at least
10,000 were researchers and technical personnel.43This department had
originally been set up largely at the behest of Marshal Nie, who sought
an institutionalized means to facilitate co-ordination between the military
and the Academy and thus "to ensure that research institutes under the
Academy would co-ordinate more closely with military departments in
the development of [strategic] weapons."'44That co-ordination was persistently close and remains so to this day. For instance, it is worth noting
that in 1956, in the start-up years of the Chinese nuclear and land-based
missile programmes, the CAS convened a high-level meeting at Beijing's
Xijiao hotel attended by more than 200 scientists and technical staff plus
approximately ten Soviet advisors, to discuss the Academy's role in
military industrial development. When one considers that the CAS had

42. The 1995figureof 214 totalCASAcademiciansis from"CASlaunches'321' program
to foster21st centuryS&Tleaders,"translationof an articlefromGuizhouribao (Guizhou
ServiceReport,China,
Daily),25 May1995,p. 3, reprintedin ForeignBroadcastInformation
Science andTechnologySeries, 18 August 1995, p. 13.
43. Gu Yu, " 'Sanjia'ningchengyigu shengxietonggongguan:yi wo guo guofangkeyan
de chuqifazhan"(" 'Threefamilies'pullingtogetherthe strandsof a ropein a co-operative
attack:recallingtheearlyyearsof ourcountry'smilitaryresearchanddevelopment")in Nie
Li andHuaiGuomo,RetrospectandProspect,p. 469. Gu Yu is highlyplacedin theChinese
politicalleadershipas thewife of thelateHuQiaomu,formerlya leadingideologue,secretary
to Mao Zedong,and,duringthe Deng era,one of China's 10-15 top CCPelders.
44. Nie Rongzhen,Memoirs,Vol. 3, p. 823.
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had a staff of just 200 six-and-a-half years earlier in mid-1949, it is
possible to estimate how large a commitment by the Academy to military
industry is implied by the active participation of 200 CAS personnel at
the 1956 session.45 Throughout the 1950s and early 1960s, the CAS
played a pivotal role in all the main strategic weapons programmes,
particularlythe nuclear and satellite efforts. Zhang Jingfu a vice-president
of the CAS and a key political figure in the Academy, acted as the main
liaison official with the defence industrial system, Marshal Nie and his
aides."
In the 1980s and 1990s, two successive directors of the interdisciplinary-focused CAS Department of Technical Sciences - essentially the
Academy's high technology planning department - emerged from keypoint military technology and weapons design and development programmes: Wang Daheng (missile and satellite optics) and Shi Changxu
(supersonic and cast multi-holed turboprop aircraft metallurgy). The rest
of this department is heavily populated by former strategic weaponeers;
its deputy directors have included China's most famous military supercomputer designer, the late Ci Yungui, and Chen Fangyun, China's
leading radioelectronics engineer, who played a major role in missile and
satellite tracking. Zhou Guangzhao, Academy president from 1987 to
1997, formerly led the Academy's Department of Mathematics and
Physics. Zhou performed the final design check for the atomic bomb and
was a key leader of that programme under his mentor, Peng Huanwu,
who led its theoretical division.
Many famed CAS institute directors, including Wang Daheng at the
optical and precision machinery institute in Changchun, and Shi Changxu
at the Institute of Metals in Shenyang, held administrative appointments
in nominally CAS-based work units that in practice (with respect to large
chunks of their work) fell under the supervision of keypoint military
technology Leading Groups, co-ordinating headquarters and thus the
administrative apparatus of the various high-priority weapons programmes.
During the Mao era, three out of four chairmen of the China Association for Science and Technology (CAST) (Zhongguo kexue jishu xiehui)
were technical leaders of the strategic weapons programmes: Li Siguang,
a geologist who gave Mao and the Politburo their initial seminar in
uranium geology and reactor physics;47 Qian Xuesen of the missile
programmes; and Zhu Guangya, who played a major administrative role
in the nuclear weapons effort and served as a key link between adminis45. Zhang Jingfu, "Zhongguo kexueyuan yu guofang kexue jishu" ("The Chinese
Academy of Sciences and defence science and technology"), in Nie Li and Huai Guomo,
Retrospect and Prospect, p. 79.
46. Jing Cheng, "Shou'ao cangqiong: wo guo diyi ke renzao weixing 'dongfanghong-l
hao' shang tianji" ("A firsttripto the sky: the story of the ascent to the heavens of our country's
first man-made satellite, the 'East is Red-i' "), in Political Department of the Ministry of the
Space Industry and Space Section of the Magic Sword Literature and Art Society (eds.),
Hangtian shiye sanshi nian (Thirty Years of the Space Cause) (Beijing: Space Navigation
Press, 1986), pp. 22-60.
47. On this seminar, see Lewis and Xue, China Builds the Bomb, pp. 37-39.
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trators and scientists. Only the Beijing University physicist Zhou Peiyuan
played no role in weapons development efforts.48
Marshal Nie and his military staff moved quickly to build a network
around these core scientists who had returned from an overseas training.
At the outset of the nuclear programme, for example, the leadership
undertook to transfer a large number of technical personnel out of civilian
R&D into military organizations and work units. An initial step in this
direction was taken in August 1955, eight months after the atomic bomb
decision, when the CCP Organization Department removed some 70
civilian electrical engineers, including Luo Peilin, into military industry.
The truly crucial decision, Nie reveals in his memoir, was subsequently
taken at a meeting of civilian bureaucrats from the education, machine
building, chemical and railways industries in June 1956. With the support
of Premier Zhou Enlai, the leadership immediately transferredsome 380
dispersed technical personnel into the strategic weapons purview, effectively "stealing" them from the civilian sector at a time when China's
base of advanced research personnel was comparatively small.49
This was a powerful demonstration of military proprietary rights on
Chinese work assignment procedures. It soon became institutionalized in
job assignment procedures for college graduates and technical subjects.
Once these technical specialists entered the world of strategic weapons
work during the Mao years, they effectively left the civilian sphere for a
secretive bureaucratic world controlled by the PLA. Yet present and
former military scientists have also remained active in many official CAS
and university activities. And university laboratories, too, have played
major roles in the keypoint weapons development efforts.
The military and China's technical infrastructure. Ultimately, the
influence these military scientists and engineers exerted on the development of China's human infrastructurefor high-level science and engineering was matched only by the impact of the strategic weapons programmes
on the development of a material and physical infrastructurefor research,
experiment, student education and "hands-on" laboratory training. The
impact of strategic weapons on national science budgets, for example, is
beyond dispute. In the wake of the January 1955 nuclear weapons
decision, "funds for science rose from about US$15 million in 1955 to
about US$100 million in 1956; the Chinese Academy of Sciences received three times as much money in 1957 as it had received in 1953,
with a large fraction going to purchase scientific literature from the
West.''50
48. On these personnel issues in the CAST, see Wang Shuntong (ed.), Zhongguo kexue
jishu xiehui (The China Associationfor Science and Technology) (Beijing: Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences Press, 1994).
49. On the August 1955 transfers, see Xie Guang, National Defence Science and
Technology, Vol. 1, p. 14. On the June 1956 transfers, see Nie Rongzhen, Memoirs, Vol. 3,
p. 796.
50. Lewis and Xue, China Builds the Bomb, p. 42; John M.H. Lindbeck, "Organization
and development of science," in Sidney H. Gould (ed.), Sciences in Communist China
(Washington, D.C.: American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1961), pp. 3-58.
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Many CAS institutes, like the personnel that staff them, have themselves been integral to Chinese strategic weapons and other military
industrial research. In the nuclear weapons effort, for instance, these
included the Institute of Atomic Energy (IAE), which co-ordinated
closely with the Academy, and the Institute of Modem Physics, which
was founded during the first half of 1950 with Qian Sanqiang - later the
leading theorist in the nuclear weapons programme - as deputy director.
This latter institute led most early Chinese research on atomic nuclei; it
was succeeded in this effort by the IAE, which took up the burden of
military physics research when the nuclear weapons programme accelerated in the early 1960s in the run-up to the first atomic bomb test in
October 1964 and China's first thermonucleartest in 1967. CAS institutes
of mechanics, optics and chemistry also played important roles in the
nuclear submarine and satellite programmes.
The strategic weapons programmes monopolized many of the highestend research and laboratory facilities during the Mao years, in large part
because the weapons programmes were responsible for constructing these
in the first place. Nie Rongzhen's administrative circle created China's
most advanced (and often its first) wind tunnels, testing pools, blast
facilities and shock wave simulation chambers.5"Laboratory facilities in
critical areas, such as the development of chemical reagents, were often
vastly inadequate until military requirements and administrators stepped
in to accelerate progress.52
Even major university laboratories, such as Jiaotong University's
hydrodynamic wave tank, owed much of their working capital to the
nuclear submarine and other strategic weapons investments. Most of
these research centres, including many in civilian institutions such as
Jiaotong and Qinghua Universities, were built specifically for the strategic weapons programmes and came into existence for use by Chinese
scientists primarily because of the priority attached by the political
leadership to these programmes. Qinghua was a major player in weapons
reactor design, submitting one of two competing designs (Qinghua's lost
the contest) for the nuclear submarine power plant.53Qinghua's Institute
of Nuclear Energy Technology also played a major role in the bombgrade plutonium separation programme, while Zhejiang University in
Hangzhou made importantcontributions in the field of optical physics for
missiles and satellites.
51. On testing pools, see Huang Xuhua, "Shuixia jujing: he qianting zongti yanjiu sheji"
("The great underwater whale: the comprehensive design plan for the nuclear submarine")
and Dong Shitang, "Taihu zhi yan de yixiang mingzhu" ("A jewel on the bank of Lake Tai"),
both in Nie Li and Huai Guomo, Retrospect and Prospect (pp. 396-98 and 407-409
respectively). On shock wave tubes, see Tan Keming and Zhang Zi'an, "Longmenshan xia
you yitiao 'long': huo guojia keji jinbu yi deng jiang de '1485' kangbao jibo guan ciji" ("A
'dragon' at the foot of Longmen Mountain:the story of the ' 1485' anti-detonationshock-wave
tube"), Junshi shijie, Vol. 2, No. 3 (May 1989), pp. 73-75.
52. See, for instance, Wu Heng and Yang Jun (eds.), Dangdai Zhongguo de kexue fishu
shiye (Contemporary China's Science and Technology Cause) (Beijing: Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences Press, Contemporary China Series, 1991), p. 254.
53. On this design competition, see Lewis and Xue, China's Strategic Seapower,
pp. 30-32.
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Above all, the integration of a large chunk of China's elite university
system into strategic weapons work reflects the power of the enterprise,
but also the importance of a system-wide effort in an atmosphere of
scarce technical resources. Marshal Nie, for instance, spoke often of the
division of scientific labour into five main "front armies" (fangmianjun),
only one of which was essentially military: China's defence R&D
academies, such as the Ninth Academy or the Fifth Academy, which took
charge of missile work. The other four "armies," Nie writes in his
memoir, proved to be indispensable to the strategic weapons effort, and
many projects were farmed out to institutes and laboratories in these four,
essentially "civilian," systems: the CAS laboratory system, industrial
departments, colleges and universities under China's education bureaucracy (such as Qinghua or Jiaotong), and local research organizations. As
noted, university scientists made special contributions, especially in
reactor research and in optical physics. "We particularly stressed," Nie
has written, "that civilian research organizations must aid the research of
their military counterpartsin sophisticated weapons work, exemplified in
the guided missile and atomic bomb" programmes.54
The Ninth Academy continues to maintain some of China's finest
research and experimentation facilities, including laboratories in fluid
dynamics, gas dynamics, condensed state physics, pressure physics,
shock wave and detonation physics, nuclear physics, inertial confinement
fusion, engineering and material science, radiochemistry, computational
mathematics, chemical engineering, laser research, and optical electronics. The Academy also oversees a series of National Keypoint Laboratories, including China's national labs in high temperature and density
plasma physics, and shock wave and detonation physics. Precision industrial sectors, including metallurgy, chemical engineering, electronics and
so on, also have especially strong traditions of military dominance.
Indeed China's metallurgy and chemical industries were initially organized largely around military programmes and the heavy industries that
served them. Marshal Nie himself played a critical role in arranging the
bureaucraticcommand system for the sector. Likewise, China's telecommunications industry, though a civilian sector from the early 1950s on,
made important contributions to the strategic weapons programmes.5:
54. Nic Rongzhen, Memoirs, Vol. 3, p. 823. The institution of competition was a staple
feature of Chinese strategic weapons development. In some sense, this came from the Soviet
experience. See, for example, David Holloway, "Innovation in the defence sector," in Ronald
Amman and Julian Cooper (eds.), Industrial Innovation in the Soviet Union (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1982), p. 317. For another example of very explicit competition in Chinese
strategic weapons development, see the discussion of competing plutonium concepts in Zhang
Chunting, "Zhongguo heneng zhuanjia Jiang Shengjie" ("The Chinese nuclear expert, Jiang
Shengjic"), Liaowang (Outlook), overseas ed., 20 July 1987, pp. 5-6.
55. On the impact of strategic weapons on metallurgy, see Lian Jun, "There is a secret
arsenal beneath Helan Shan," Ningxia ribao (Ningxia Daily), 12 September 1992, p. 3,
translated and reprinted in Foreign Broadcast Information Service Daily Report, China, 8
December 1992, p. 12. For the chemical industry, see Zhu Youdi, "Guofang huaxue gongye
xingcheng xin tixi" ("The formation of a new national defence chemical industrial system")
Jiefangjun bao (Liberation Army Daily), 7 December 1990, and Tao Tao, "Huagong xin
cailiao zai wei guofang keji gongzuo fuwu zhong cheng chang" ("New chemical materials
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The military in China's technical education. Not surprisingly, especially given the comparative stability of strategic weapons work when
contrasted with the repeated political assaults on civilian science in
successive ideological remoulding movements of the 1950s and 1960s,
the military and its technical programmes have also had a powerful
impact on the course of scientific education and training in China.
Paralleling China's vast military education network, including the Harbin
College of Military Engineering and an array of specialized ground,
naval, air and defence industry technical institutes, the military has also
controlled much of the high-level research performed by laboratories at
civilian institutions, particularlyduring the Mao years.56As in the United
States, where prestigious non-military academic institutions such as MIT,
Stanford or Caltech have performed vast amounts of military research,
much of the core research for the strategic weapons programmes was
performed not in military institutes, such as the laboratories attached to
the Fifth, Seventh, Ninth and Tenth Academies, but in laboratories at
Qinghua University or the Dalian Institute of Technology.
As a result, the strategic weapons programmes successfully created
many of China's most importantscientific education and training arrangements, with military influence manifest as a result at both the top
(postdoctoral education and training) and bottom (undergraduate job
assignment) of China's educational ladder in science and engineering
disciplines. In the assignment of younger technical talent, many of the
best and brightest in science and engineering fields were essentially
"stolen" in the 1950s and 1960s by Nie Rongzhen and his programme
administrators. After their college years, many Chinese scientists then
received the equivalent of their doctoral or postdoctoral training in Nie's
strategic weapons "mentoring" arrangements. One example from the
atomic bomb programme perhaps makes this point best. When a calculation team under the Purdue-trainedphysicist Deng Jiaxian performed
the final calculations in the run-up to the October 1964 test, its members
averaged just 23 years old. In effect, the bomb programme provided these
individuals with a doctoral or postdoctoral training, and even today the
Ninth Academy and other military institutes continue to grant Ph.D.

footnote

continued

will grow to maturity through service to national defence, science, technology and industry"), in Nie Li and Huai Guomo, Retrospect and Prospect, pp. 478-80. Nie's role in
establishing the metals and chemical industry bureaucracies is detailed in Memoirs, Vol. 3,
p. 820. On the role of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications in joint work with the
PLA on satellite telemetry, tracking and control, see Xie Guang, National Defence Science
and Technology, Vol. 1, pp. 468-471.
56. On the lHarbincollege, see Luo Laiyong, Ha-jun-gong hun: Zhongguo guofang keji
rencai peiyang jishi (The Soul of the Harbin College of Military Engineering: A TrueRecord
of Personnel Trainingfor China's Military Science and Technology) (Beijing: Central Party
School Press, 1995), Nie Rongzhen, Memoirs, Vol. 3, p. 800, and Yin Jiamin, "Chen Geng
dajiang chuangjian Hla-jun-gong"("General Chen Geng created the lHarbinCollege of Military Engineering"), Yanhuang zisun (The Chinese), No. 4 (1988), pp. 28-31. On naval technical schools, see John Wilson Lewis and Xue Litai, Military Readiness and the Training of
China's Sailors (Stanford: Center for International Security and Arms Control, 1989).
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degrees, to award research fellowships, and to hold seminars, symposia
and national disciplinary and speciality subject conferences. The Mao
years were, of course, a time of widespread persecution of scientists and
of the scientific disciplines in China. The military, in a very real sense,
thus often provided the only continuous outlet across the entire 25-year
period from 1956 to 1981 for training by leading scientists with state-ofthe-art equipment and in modern research and laboratory facilities. Until
the era of post-Mao reform, the only consistently stable scientific research
and engineering environment in China existed in the high-priority military facilities attached to the strategic weapons programmes and their
research and experimentation apparatus.
Marshal Nie made a major effort to institutionalize this kind of
technical training via formalized mentoring arrangementsin all the major
strategic weapons programmes. But this had the practical effect of
transferring junior personnel from civilian or conventional weapons
industry into strategic weapons-oriented apprenticeships under senior
scientists (daoshi), such as Qian Xuesen, Wang Ganchang, Peng Huanwu
and Deng Jiaxian. The typical arrangement placed up to eight junior
assistants under the supervision of a senior researcher. Zhou Guangzhao
received early patronage from Peng Huanwu in such an arrangement,and
a future director of the defence industrial commission, Nie's son-in-law
the (now-retired) optical engineer Lieutenant General Ding Henggao,
appears to have worked under Wang Daheng at the CAS Optical Machinery Institute in Changchun.
The Nie leadership also forcibly switched many Chinese students, both
at home and in Soviet institutions, into technical subjects with military
implications. One centrepiece of Sino-Soviet educational collaboration in
the 1950s was an agreement that sent 50 Chinese engineers to the
Moscow Aviation Institute for training in missile-related subjects. Nie
also pushed civilian universities to found departments of electrical engineering and radio electronics, which he believed to be China's weakest
links. Many contemporary electrical engineering departments in China
trace their origins to this military push in the late 1950s.57
Legacies: The Continuing Relevance of Chinese Techno-nationalism
This legacy of military developmentalism remains important in China
today.58First, there is the legacy of the weapons programmes' managerial
institutions. As the post-Mao political leadership surveyed China's tech-

57. On the Moscow Aviation Institute agreement, see Nie's report to Premier Zhou Enlai:
Nie Rongzhen, "Jiaqiang wo guo yanzhi daodan wenti de baogao" ("Report on how to
strengthen our country's missile research and development"), 25 October 1956, especially
p. 396, reprintedin Nie Rongzhenjunshi wenxuan (Selected Military WorksofNie Rongzhen)
(Beijing: Liberation Army Press, 1992), pp. 395-97. On Nie's push in electrical engineering,
see Nie Rongzhen, Memoirs, Vol. 3, pp. 805-806.
58. These themes are covered in Evan A. Feigenbaum, "Who's behind China's high
technology 'revolution'? How bomb makers remade Beijing's priorities, policies, and
institutions," International Security, Vol. 24, No. I (Summer 1999, forthcoming).
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nical landscape from the vantage point of the late 1970s, the survival of
a comparatively flexible system for managing innovation amidst the
stifling atmosphere that had prevailed elsewhere within the Chinese
system offered evidence that institutions could be fashioned in Chinese
contexts in which risk would be rewarded and eclecticism valued and
encouraged from above.
The implications of this view powerfully shape important a'spects of
current practice and provide a baseline from which to understand the
critical technologies component of China's present-day high technology
planning. For the power of the ideas, coupled with the survival of the
elite, made the doctrine and its organizational complement an important
legacy for China's leaders as they moved to refocus Chinese goals on
national economic growth.
After Mao Zedong's death in 1976, this strategic weapons operational
template - its unique organizational style, as well as the faith of its
leaders in the continuing relevance of government-directed critical technologies planning - itself changed shape even as Chinese S&T leaders
sought to extend it beyond the military sector and throughoutthe Chinese
system. On one level, this reflected the strategic weapons elite's need to
adapt to externally-imposed policy shocks, such as shrinking acquisition
budgets and the politicians' demand for "defence conversion." But it also
grew out of efforts at self-transformation by China's strategic weapons
elite. These were caught up with the renewal of internationalexchange by
Chinese military-technical communities in the late 1970s and the introduction of new paradigms that forced a major reassessment of weaponsoriented work in national development. But as strategic weapons leaders
absorbed new, less weapons-oriented paradigms, they took on new roles
and led government efforts to implement this new vision.
First, they took up exclusively civilian roles, left the military-technical
system, and became leaders of virtually all major scientific, technical and
high technology industrial bureaucracies in China (including all major
non-military agencies), from the ministerial and state commission level
down to the level of intra-ministerial planning departments and policy
groups. Then, from these new bureaucratic vantage points, former strategic weaponeers continued to co-ordinate informally and used their
dominance of virtually all major policy-making structures, including
important national-level inter-agency co-ordinating groups, to institutionalize a less weapons-focused vision - the so-called "863" programme that combines the organizational style of Mao era strategic weapons
programmes with the new, largely civilian-focused policy paradigms
absorbed via international exchange.
For most contemporary Chinese high technology policy-makers, including leading military-technical figures, two lessons absorbed over the
past 20 years thoroughly re-made state goals in this sphere: complete
"systems," including weapons, are now viewed as less importantthan are
many components and processes, such as fibre optics, that are inherently
multi-use; meanwhile, Chinese technology leaders view the locus of
innovation as having shifted from military to civilian spheres as a direct
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consequence of the post-1960s microelectronics revolution that gave rise
to large-scale integrated circuits, fibre optics and artificial intelligence.
Yet as a result of these new efforts, "military-style" organizational and
managerial forms became standard throughout much of the civilian
component of China's state-led R&D system. This historical legacy is
often lost even on Chinese analysts. They routinely argue that the
adoption of patterns, such as "flatness," peer review, horizontalism, and
the integration of decision-makers and technicians, represents a "major
reform" of the Chinese innovation system.59 But as this article should
make clear, many of these institutions had Mao era military roots. And
for more than a decade, China's highest-priority strategic technology
effort - an effort approved at the Politburo level that covers both civilian
and military emphases - has depended on the continuity of Mao era
military assumptions and organizational styles and the extension of these
arrangements throughout the national R&D system. In so doing, the
programme has also enshrined and extended the techno-national development rationales that underpinned the strategic weapons programmes of
China's military-dominated past.
It is true, then, that the focus of China's state-directed technology
agenda has changed since 1978. But many of the most essential policy
assumptions of the Mao years about the strategic underpinnings of
national R&D policy, not just for national security but for economic
competitiveness, have remained essentially intact. And this has been
intimately caught up with the complex and dynamic process of change
through which military models have blended with explicitly non-military
oriented approaches to innovation and national goal-setting.
To understand the state-planned, critical technologies component of
China's 21st-century R&D agenda, especially as strategic weapons investments have given way to conventional force investments on the
military side, we must therefore begin by tracing the deep interconnections that bind together the strategic weapons programmes and the elite
that came of age within them; the evolution of Chinese development
strategy; changing patterns of military and science politics; and the
transfer of the "strategic" vision for Chinese high technology from the
narrowly military side of the Chinese system to the foundations of the
system itself.

59. See, for instance, Shang Mu, "Progress in China's high technology research and
development plan," Keji ribao (Science Daily), 17 November 1989, p. 4, translated and
reprinted in Joint Publications Research Service, China Science and Technology Series, 8
February 1990, pp. 2-4.
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